COVID-19
Is NOT a pandemic.
“Just the facts”
Did you know?
COVID is a mild form of the flu: “80% of people will
experience mild to no symptoms. ”
82% of COVID deaths are in seniors homes and 97%
were 60+ years of age, with at least one serious
underlying health condition. Lethality rate for people
under 65 is .0006%; less than the flu! CDC’s new
figures: lethality rate is only .26%!
Provinces record all “probable” or “presumed” cases,
as being COVID, even if no test was performed.
Deaths with the virus are marked as deaths because
of the virus. Global experts, such as Dr. John
Ioannidis from Stanford University, estimates 25-80x
more cases than currently reported; lowering the
death rate dramatically. The death rate statistics are
significantly inaccurate and are virtually the same as
seasonal influenza.
Former Manitoba Public Health Officer Dr. Joel
Kettner has spoken out against the measures taken
by governments worldwide. He has also criticized
how rates and numbers have been calculated and
presented as “misleading without context”. He has
emphasized that 95% of deaths have occurred in
people over 60, most of which had chronic health
conditions, 80% of deaths have been in nursing
homes and with no deaths in children or youth.
“Based on these numbers, and research estimates of
undiagnosed cases, the chances of dying for those
younger than 60 is less than 1 in 2500 - even lower
in the absence of risk factors.”

P.M. Trudeau has imposed a police state and
draconian restrictions of our Constitutional rights and
liberties without approval of Parliament. They have
suspended many of our
rights, liberties and
privacies, on an indefinite basis, pending a vaccine. It
takes about 7.8 years for a vaccine to come to
market.
Scientists have never successfully manufactured a
coronavirus vaccine. There are still no vaccines for
SARS and MERS.
Mega doses of Vitamin C are known to kill all viruses,
and
6,200
doctors
have
confirmed
that
hydroxychloroquine is the most effective therapy,
with a 92% success rate! By refusing to prescribe
these as treatment, MDs are breaking their
Hippocratic oath, to “do no harm”.
No study has confirmed masks work to stop the flu or
any other virus.
Masks can reduce oxygen levels by up to 60%,
cause increased facial touching, which spreads
germs and viruses, increases CO2 intake, and other
contaminants within the mask.
If you have a viral infection, masks will result in
breathing back in some of these viruses,
concentrating them in your nasal cavity and causing
longer infection time.
Gov’ts are promoting phone tracking apps, vaccine
passports, recording names and contact info of
restaurant patrons (contact tracing), and using loyalty
cards to unknowingly track us, violating our
Constitutionally protected privacy rights by doing so.

The Canadian and Provincial governments
re-engineered our society, destroyed our social trust,
created unjustified fear and paranoia, borrowed
$300+ billion at interest (breaking our record of
national debt), increased the unemployment rate to
over 15%, crippled our oil and gas industries, ruined
our tourism industry, closed our schools and borders,
delayed and cancelled critical surgeries (causing
preventable deaths), and shut down places of
worship. All for a virus with a 99% survival rate!
Solutions Focus all restrictions to those most at risk:
elderly, senior’s homes, and those with multiple
health conditions, not the public!
Vitamin C or hydroxychloroquine must be considered
as life-saving treatments, based on the research, and
given to patients with confirmed cases of COVID-19.
Fully restart the economy NOW in every province.
No contact-tracing or unlawful medical privacy
violations. Promote personal responsibility for health.
Quarantine restricts movement of sick people.
Tyranny restricts movement of healthy people.
I f you don’t realize the gov’t is using a virus with
a 99% survival rate to control the country, you’re
not paying attention. Something much bigger is
happening.
For additional accurate statistics, news and
information: winnipegaware.com

